Neutralization of voicing distinction of stops in Tohoku dialects of Japanese: Field work and acoustic measurements
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Abstract

Research on Tohoku dialects, which is a variety of Japanese, has found that the voiceless stops /k/ and /t/ in the intervocalic position are frequently realized as voiced stops. However, the phenomenon has mainly been judged aurally in the Japanese linguistics literature and has not been confirmed by acoustic measurements. We measured the VOT of data originally collected in the survey of Tohoku dialects by [1]. The data used in this study includes two age groups from eight sites. The results demonstrate that for word medial stops, the VOT distribution of voiced and voiceless stops largely overlapped, while the laryngeal contrast was maintained for the word initial stops. Intervocalic voicing neutralization was confirmed by quantitative acoustic measurements. The effects of neighboring vowels were also investigated to show that height, but not duration, had a significant effect on voicing neutralization. Our results shed light on the phonetic nature of Tohoku dialects as well as on their phonological structure, such as the role of voicing contrast.
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1. Introduction

Tohoku dialects are spoken in the Tohoku district, the northern part of Honshu (the mainland) in Japan. They show some salient characteristics in pronunciation that distinguish them from other dialects in Japan [2–4]. Tohoku dialects can be further divided into two groups depending on their properties: northern Tohoku dialects and southern Tohoku dialects.

The most prominent characteristic of the consonants found in Tohoku dialects is that the voiceless stops /k/ and /t/ are voiced intervocically in both northern and southern Tohoku dialects. For example, /atama/ ‘head’ is pronounced as [adama] and /kaki/ ‘persimmon’ as [kaqi]. On the contrary, word-initial voiceless stops are not voiced. This fact suggests that voiceless stops are voiced intervocically because they assimilate into the voicing feature of neighboring vowels, which are fundamentally voiced, and that they are not voiced word-initially because there is no vowel before them. As a result of the intervocalic voicing of voiceless stops, certain words are merged in the southern Tohoku region. That is, /ito/ ‘string’ is pronounced as [ido] and /ido/ ‘well’ as [ido]. On the contrary, such a merging is avoided in northern Tohoku dialects because the voiced obstruents /b/, /d/, and /z/ are pre-nasalized intervocally as [db], [dz], and [dʒ], respectively. As for /ɡ/, a velar stop, it is fully nasalized as [ŋ]. Since /ito/ is pronounced as [ido], while /ido/ as [i’də] in northern Tohoku dialects, the distinction is maintained.

The sounds of Tohoku dialects and suggested the effects of adjacent vowels on intervocalic voicing. In terms of acoustic measurements, VOT, which is a widely used acoustic metric of voicing [5–8], was investigated for the word-initial stops in Tohoku dialects showing a bi-modal VOT distribution for voiced and voiceless stops [9]. Regarding the utterance position, the word-initial stops in an isolated utterance tend to have a longer VOT than the ones in a sentence in various languages [5, 6, 10]. Word-medial stops tend to have a greater voiced portion during the closure in American English than word-initial stops do [11]. However, few studies have investigated the VOT of word-medial stops in a language that features voicing neutralization.

In this study, we measured the VOT of the data collected in the recent survey by [1], which was conducted to investigate present-day Tohoku dialects, and confirmed intervocalic voicing neutralization using quantitative acoustic measurements.

2. Method

The speech data for the present study were originally collected for a project on the phonological descriptions of Tohoku dialects [1]. A brief overview of the recording in the project and the description of the portion of data in the present study along with the acoustic and statistical analyses are given in this section.

2.1. Recording sites

The left panel in Figure 1 shows the map of the Tohoku district in Japan. The recording sites in the survey by [1] are shown in the right panel. To capture the comprehensive characteristics of Tohoku dialects, distinct sites with sufficient distance from the geographical, historical, and cultural points of view were chosen.
2.2. Participants

Tohoku dialects were recorded from 2012 to 2016 in 11 sites covering all the six prefectures in the Tohoku district. The total number of recorded speakers was 61, whose ages ranged from 10 to 92. In the present study, the data on 24 speakers from eight sites in two age groups (69–85 years and 33–53 years) were analyzed. Table 1 summarizes the eight sites, age groups, and number of speakers.

Table 1: Number of participants in each site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>69–85 years</th>
<th>33–53 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aomori</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hachinohe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akita</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morioka</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamaishi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ichinoseki</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsuruoka</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aizu-wakamatsu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Materials and procedures

The picture task, which involved 48 photos or illustrations presented to participants sequentially, was conducted by one of the authors. Participants were asked to pronounce the name of the depicted object in their usual spoken language. The recording was done at town halls or the participant’s home using a SONY ECM-MS957 microphone on a SONY PCM-D50 recorder (16bit, 44kHz).

Words containing coronal or velar stops (\(\acute{a}\), /d/, /\k/\, /g/) were selected for acoustic analysis. Table 2 presents the set of expected words shown to participants by photos or illustrations. Even when participants produced a different word from the one expected, if it contained a coronal or velar stop, the words were included in the analysis. As a result, the total number of analyzed words was 84.

2.4. Acoustic measurements

The words were transcribed and segmented using Praat [12] by trained phoneticians and checked by another phonetician in our group. The target stops were visually identified by the clear existence of a closure and the following burst. The start of the voicing was identified by the visible concentration of energy below the 1kHz range. Only the segments with a clear burst and voicing were used to measure the VOT. In other words, those without a visible burst or with a devoiced vowel were omitted from further analyses. Vowels were identified by a visible structure of F2 and F3, which did not necessarily coincide with the start or end of the voicing. The duration and pitch of the surrounding vowels were also measured. Figure 2 shows an example utterance in which the burst and voice onset for the word-initial stop were measured and those for the word-medial stop were not measured due to continuing voicing throughout the closure.

![Figure 2: Examples of the measured burst (b) and voice onset (v) for [t] in /tokei/. The burst and voice onset were not measured for [k] due to continuing voicing throughout the closure (<cl>).](image)

2.5. Statistical analyses

A linear mixed-effects model analysis was conducted in R [13], using the lme4 [14] and lmerTest [15] packages. The models were selected using a step-down model building process and the log-likelihood comparisons.
3. Results

3.1. VOT by segment position

We measured and analyzed the voice onset time of the word-initial and -medial stops /t, d, k, ɡ/ in 84 varieties of stimulus words uttered by 24 native speakers of Tohoku dialects. This resulted in 830 target segments. For the word-medial position, the cases in which the voicing from the previous vowel was continued throughout the closure were excluded from the analysis due to the impossibility of identifying the voice onset for the target segment. Due to this measurement difficulty and the selection of the stimulus words, the numbers included in the analysis became imbalanced between the segments and segment positions (Table 3). Thus, the results, especially those from the word-medial /ɡ/, should be considered as a reference.

Table 3: The number of target segments included in the analysis, VOT and its SD, and the number of fully pre-voiced segments in the word-medial position excluded from the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>VOT mean (ms)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Fully pre-voiced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word-initial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>47.56</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>68.05</td>
<td>25.99</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɡ/</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22.95</td>
<td>23.97</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-medial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>19.27</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>37.47</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɡ/</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the VOT of the word-initial and -medial /t, d, k, ɡ/ uttered by the 24 native speakers of Tohoku dialects.

![Figure 3: Word-initial and -medial /t, d, k, ɡ/ VOT.](image)

The selected mixed-effects linear regression model predicting the VOT from the fixed effects of the interactions of voicing contrast (voiced/voiceless), place of articulation (alveolar/velar), and segment position (initial/medial), and the segment duration and the following segment, with random intercepts of speakers and stimulus words, revealed that the interaction between voicing and place of articulation had a significant effect ($\beta=-30.46, t=-3.35, p<.01$). A pairwise post hoc test comparing the estimated means showed that the VOT of the word-initial /t/ was significantly longer than that of the word-medial /t/ ($p<.001$) and that the VOT of the word-medial /d/ was not significantly different than that of the word-medial /d/ ($p=.98$). In addition, the VOT of the word-initial /k/ was significantly longer than that of the word-medial /k/ ($p<.001$).

Figures 4 and 5 show the case number normalized histograms of the word-initial (Figure 4) and -medial (Figure 5) VOT of /t, d, k, ɡ/. For the word-initial stops, the VOT distribution looks bimodal with a slight overlap in the middle (Figure 4). By contrast, for the word-medial stops, there is no large variability of VOT across the voiced and voiceless stops (Figure 5).

![Figure 4: Normalized word-initial /t, d, k, ɡ/ VOT.](image)

![Figure 5: Normalized word-medial /t, d, k, ɡ/ VOT.](image)

3.2. Effects on the VOT of the word-medial /t/ and /k/.

The effects on the VOT of the word-medial /t/ and /k/ were further explored and a mixed-effect model was chosen, which consisted of the fixed effects of the place of articulation, stimulus word duration, previous segment, and following segment, and a random intercept of speakers. Table 4 shows the
significant effects of the previous and following segments on the VOT of the word-medial /t/ and /k/.

Table 4: Significant fixed effects in the mixed-effects model on the VOT of the word-medial /t/ and /k/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate (ms)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>previous [e]</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previous [i]</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previous [o]</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previous [u]</td>
<td>-7.17</td>
<td>-2.28</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>following [aː]</td>
<td>-10.58</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>following [i]</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To narrow the adjacent vowel effect, the vowel durations were used as the fixed effects (\(\text{vot} \sim \text{place} + \text{stimulus word duration} + \text{previous/following segment} \times \text{previous/following segment duration} + (1|\text{speaker})\)). The models showed no significant effects of adjacent vowel durations.

The f0 values at the 3/4 time points for the previous vowel and at the 1/4 time points for the following vowel were also used and the model (\(\text{vot} \sim \text{place of articulation} + \text{stimulus word duration} + \text{previous/following vowel} \times \text{previous/following vowel f0} \times \text{speaker’s sex} + \text{previous/following vowel} \times \text{speaker’s sex} + (1|\text{speaker})\)) showed that for male speakers, f0 had a significant effect on VOT when the previous vowel was [e] (\(\beta = -.90, t = -2.07, p = .05\)) and [i] (\(\beta = .70, t = 2.83, p < .01\)). It also showed a significant effect on VOT when the following vowel was [e] (\(\beta = -.19, t = -2.49, p < .05\)) and [o] (\(\beta = -7.7, t = -2.28, p < .05\)).

4. Discussion

4.1. Intervocalic voicing neutralization

Figure 3 and the linear mixed-effects analysis showed that the VOTs of /t/ and /k/ were significantly shorter in the word-medial position than in the word-initial position. The VOT of the word-medial /t/ did not significantly differ from the word-medial /d/. The comparison between the word-medial /k/ and /g/ was not reported here due to the small number of measurable cases for the word-medial /g/, but 59 cases of the word-medial /k/ were produced with full pre-voicing (Table 3). In addition, Figure 5 shows the less variability across the voiced and voiceless stops and overlap of the VOT in the word-medial position. These results showed that the voicing contrast tended to disappear in the word-medial position in these dialects. This neutralization has long been acknowledged as characteristic of Tohoku dialects in the Japanese linguistics literature [2–4], and the current results confirmed this well-known phenomenon using quantitative measurements.

4.2. Effects of adjacent vowels

Table 4 shows the effects of adjacent vowels on the VOT of the word-medial voiceless stops. If the previous vowel was a high vowel [i], or a mid-vowel [e] or [o], the VOT was predicted to be longer than the baseline mean value. If the previous vowel was [u] (devoiced /u/), the VOT was predicted to be shorter than the baseline.

As for the following vowel, if it was [aː] (long /a/), the VOT was shorter than the baseline and if it was [i], the VOT was longer than the baseline.

VOT is affected by the phonological context [2, 16]. According to [16], VOTs are longer before high vowels than before mid- or low vowels. Indeed, if the vocal fold tension is high as occurs with high vowels, voicing is difficult and thus, the VOT becomes longer [17]. This explanation is mostly compatible with our finding that when the following vowel was a high vowel [i], the VOT was longer, whereas if it was a low vowel [a], the VOT was short. However, not all the high and low vowels used in the current experiment showed the same significant effects. It also needs to be examined further why the devoiced /u/ had a shorter VOT of the following stop. To narrow the adjacent vowel effects, vowel duration and f0 were added into the analyses. The results showed no effects of vowel duration on the VOT irrespective of the vowels. In American English, the previous vowel duration is longer before voiced consonants than voiceless consonants [18, 19].

The difference between previous vowel duration in American English plays a role in distinguishing the following voiced/voiceless contrast. However, for the Tohoku dialects in the current study, although the word-medial voicing contrast was often neutralized, the previous vowel duration was not relevant for the VOT. As described in the Introduction, word-medial voiced and voiceless stops are distinguished by the pre-nasalization of voiced stops in the northern variations of Tohoku dialects, but not in the southern variations.

In terms of f0, although a few significant effects were seen, the pitch accent, which is lexically assigned to each word in Japanese, was not controlled for the stimulus words and this had a huge effect on vowels. Thus, it is not ideal to include this in the interpretation at this point. However, in discussing the vocal fold tension, it will be necessary to see the f0 effect on the VOT.

A closer look at vowel quality including vowel duration and f0 with more controlled stimuli may lead to a discussion on whether voicing neutralization occurs due to phonological and/or physiological factors.

5. Conclusion

The intervocalic voicing neutralization in Tohoku dialects is a widely known phenomenon. However, quantitative measurements and statistical analyses have long been lacking. In the future, it will be necessary to analyze more data from all sites across the Tohoku district to investigate its sociolinguistic aspects. Analyzing more data will also provide better statistical power by increasing the measurable target segments, especially voiced ones. In addition, it will be necessary to closely examine fully pre-voiced cases with a negative VOT, which could not be incorporated into our analysis. Finally, because word-medial voicing is diminishing among the younger generation [2], it is desirable to explore different age groups and the socio-demographic aspects of these dialects.
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